
 

Lexicon Phenomena by Devin Knight and Al Mann - Trick

Effect

Two participants secretly choose words from a "real vocabulary book" containing
hundreds of words. There are no duplicate words in the book's word list. The two
participants then look up their respective words in an ungimmicked dictionary.
The performer, who can be 15 feet or more away, divines both words. He does
this without touching either book or asking any questions. The performer
REALLY does not know what words or page the participants have chosen until
he reveals the two chosen words. The participants need not write anything. The
participants say nothing. Each person need only silently read the definition of his
or her selected word and think.

This is not a first word on the page effect. The participants do not use any
mathematics to arrive at their words. They simply open the vocabulary book to
any page and freely choose two words from anywhere on the page. No forces of
any kind are used. Both the 56-page vocabulary book and the dictionary may be
read from cover to cover.

There are no stooges or instant stooges. No pre-show work of any kind is used.
This is a one-man effect that can be repeated instantly using different words.
Both books can be examined and nothing will be found amiss.

"One of mentalism's most prolific and talented creators, Devin Knight has once
again created a mind-boggling effect that FOOLED everyone at Mindvention
2008. It's a hands-off, totally examinable book test that requires no memorization
or sleights and is VERY impressive."
- JHEFF

"Clever, concise and clean! Al Mann would be proud of the clever improvements
Devin has incorporated into this fine effect."
- Docc Hilford

"I've admired Devin Knight for more years than I care to remember. That he is
'clever' is an UNDERSTATEMENT. Devin is the real deal and his latest
testimonial to Al Mann is as clean as it gets. Even Al himself, would be blown
away!"
- Larry Becker
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"BRILLIANT!"
- Christopher Taylor

"Simple, direct, and well thought-out. All the work is in and the fun begins NOW!"
- Lee Earle

"Devin performed his "Improved Lexicon Phenomena' for me at the Vegas
Mindvention and fooled me completely. As is typical with Devin, often his
methods are even more interesting than the effect, which is the case here
(though the effect IS very strong). You would not believe the thinking behind this.
Devin was fooling everyone with this. Highly recommended!"
- Tim Trono
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